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The Hungarian military border is considered to be an important phenomenon that had no 

parallel in modern Europe. It was not only used as a military tool within the meaning of a 

fortified line. It also separated two very different civilisations – Christian Europe and the 

Muslim Ottoman Empire. The border thus formed a civilisation limit of the Christian West. The 

author examines the Hungarian military border as a geographic, cultural and military term, 

considering the meaning of the term in the thinking of the Bohemian society in the late 

Renaissance period.  

As a geographic term, the Hungarian military border was recorded in the first maps of the 

Hungarian Empire. Some cartographic works, illustrating parts of the Hungarian military 

border, were created as a result of the construction of the border. Their authors were fortress 

builders in the Hungarian border regions. The geographic awareness of the Hungarian military 

border by the inhabitants of Bohemian lands was limited to personal experience with the 

individual locations. The awareness of Hungary was not very detailed. The examined personal 

sources mostly include the basic division of Hungary – Upper Hungary – Transylvania.  

The cultural manifestations of the Hungarian military border, or the presence of the Ottoman 

Empire in the vicinity of the Habsburg Monarchy countries left distinct traces in the thinking 

of the early modern society. They were demonstrated in the material culture (decorations of 

aristocratic seats, castle armouries), in literature, as well as in the formation of values and 

behaviour. In the Hungarian, Polish and Croatian society, the military border transformed into 

a mental structure of antemurale christianitatis and into a belief in the mission of the European 

civilisation protectors. In the Bohemian society at that time, the conditions for the same mental 

response were not sufficient. But the influence of the Hungarian military border was 

demonstrated in strengthening of the ideal of Christian chivalry, which connected war skills 

with the defence of Christianity against Islam. The border was also used as an area of a cultural 

transfer between the two civilisations. In addition to the artefacts of the material culture and art, 

people were also traded, which contributed to the depopulation of the border regions. 

As a military category, the Hungarian military border mainly represented a chain of fortified 

points where military garrisons served. The Habsburg approach to organisation and 

construction of the fortified line shows an effort in innovations and overall modernisation. 

However, the introduction of bastion-type fortresses meant a large financial burden that also 

affected the Bohemian lands. The Hungarian fortresses also formed a special micro-cosmos 

where the walls separated the garrison and the facilities. However, the garrisons were in contact 

with the neighbouring civilians. They provided protection, but their cohabitation was also the 

source of conflicts. Some conflicts were caused by differences in belief (Catholics vs 

Protestants), other related to national and mental differences. The main mission of the fortresses 

was to protect the country against the enemy. A siege by the enemy meant a limit experience. 

The heroic character of the defenders was often recorded in the historic memory through 

aristocratic festivities and folk literature. 

  


